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Abstract. This paper presents a novel rescue robot with three degrees of freedom (3-
DOF) parallel leg mechanism based on the serial-parallel and leg-wheeled mechanism. It
is a two Universal-Prismatic-Spherical plus one Universal and Revolute ((2-UPS+U)&R)
serial-parallel mechanism. Firstly, the whole structure and the frame of the robot were
described. The key problem of each leg’s structure was formulated and solved. Secondly,
static analysis of the single leg mechanism was carried out, which includes the calculation
of inertial force and torque, and the active force and the reaction force of the upper leg
mechanism. Lastly, a numerical example was provided at the end of the paper to show
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Keywords: Rescue robot, (2-UPS+U)&R, Leg-wheeled mechanism, Structure model-
ing, Static analysis

1. Introduction. In recent years, many disasters such as earthquake, flood, fire, nuclear
leak and terrorist activity occurred frequently, which pose a threat to human security
and have aroused wide public concern. When the rescue robot appears, it reduces the
loss of disasters, and provides the security of the future life. Therefore, many countries
in the world research on rescue robots, which has become one of the hot topics in robot
field. In Japan, many rescue robots were developed, such as Snakebot [1-3], Quince [4,5]
and Roller-Walker [6,7]. In U.S.A, PackBot [8] and Talon [9] were developed. However,
the developed rescue robots have very limited flexibility and motion ability, and they
cannot do the search and rescue work very well. So the leg-wheeled robot has been
widely studied due to its outstanding obstacle crossing ability and great adaptability
[10-14]. After summing up the researches of rescue robot, this paper presents a novel leg-
wheeled rescue robot, with a (2-UPS+U)&R series-parallel mechanism. The mechanism
has the combining advantages of series mechanism (big work space and flexible end-
effector) and parallel mechanism (high precision and strong bearing capacity). So it
overcomes small work space and can achieve high precision and strong bearing capacity.
The serial mechanism and parallel mechanism are combined, it will further expand the
application field of robot and it has an important scientific significance and application
value. Static analysis is a necessary step for mechanism design, an important means to
check whether the new structure model is reasonable, and provides the theoretical basis
for the structural parameters optimization [15,16]. In this paper, the static equilibrium
equations of the single leg mechanism are established by using vector method. Based on
the static analysis of the series-parallel mechanism, the relationships between the driving
forces, the external forces and the constraint reaction forces of the pairs were obtained.
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2. Structure Modeling of the Leg-Wheeled Rescue Robot.

2.1. Structure model of the robot. Based on the principle of bionics and according to
the local and international research on the leg-wheeled hybrid robot, this paper presents
an innovative (2-UPS+U)&R serial-parallel and leg-wheeled mechanism, which is used as
the robot’s leg. Compared to the traditional leg mechanism, the new mechanism adopted
the advantages and abandoned the drawbacks of those existing mechanisms. The body
structure enables the robot to buffer the impact of the ground in the process of rapid
movement. The wheels were installed on the knee joint of the leg mechanism to reduce
its influence on the flexibility of the robot. The installation position of wheels can ensure
that the flexibility of the lower leg will not be affected, and can take full advantage of
the ability to overstep obstacles of the leg mechanism. The transmission systems of the
lower leg and the wheel were independent, and different gear ratios were adopted to meet
their respective transmission requirements. When the robot moves in the leg mode, the
lower legs contact with the ground which is equivalent to a quadruped walking robot.
When the robot moves in the wheel mode, the lower leg retracts and the wheels contact
with ground, which is equivalent to a four-wheel mobile robot. Its flexibility and carrying
capacity are greatly improved, and the 3D model of the leg-wheeled rescue robot is shown
in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b).

(a) Leg-wheeled rescue robot (b) Model of the robot mechanism

(c) Structure of the frame (d) Structure of the buffer components

1-the front frame, 2-the buffer component, 3-the inner frame, 4-the right foreleg,
5-the left foreleg, 6-the right rear leg, 7-the left rear leg, 8-the buffer components,
9-the portal frame, 10-longitudinal rod, 11-the upper rectangle frame, 12-the under
rectangle frame, 13-the straight connecting rod, 14-standard linear slider components,
15-buffer screw, 16-the buffer pad, 17-the inner frame link stopper, 18-the front frame
link stopper, 19-the buffer spring

Figure 1. Structure model of the leg-wheeled rescue robot
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The overall frame of the robot is shown in Figure 1(c). The outer frame and the inner
frame are connected by the buffer component which can absorb the impact force of the
ground and the stored energy can be used in the movement later. The buffer component
is shown in Figure 1(d).

2.2. Model of the leg mechanism. The leg mechanism must meet the requirements
of the flexibility of walking performance, carrying capacity, simple structure and easy
control. Based on the bionics theory, the leg mechanism was designed as shown in Figure
2. The two straight push rods mimic the muscle distribution of the leg to drive the upper
leg and the front frame mimics the animal body. The straight push rods and the front
frame constitute a (2-UPS+U)&R serial-parallel mechanism. With the application of the
2-DOF parallel mechanism, the robot has the advantages of greater transport capacity
and a better rigidity with a small coupling. Unlike the wheel installed in the end of the
lower leg, the wheel which is installed in the knee joint will not affect the flexibility of the
leg movement.

Figure 2. Model of the leg mechanism

The upper leg is a 2-DOF (2-UPS+U) parallel mechanism, which consists of a swinging
rod with a U-pair (Hooke hinge), a big push rod and a small push rod. Both ends of the
big push rod and the small push rod are the U-pair and S-pair (ball hinge) respectively,
and the two S-pairs are installed on the upper leg, which form the two UPS mechanism.
In the parallel mechanism, the frame is the fixed platform, and the big push rod and the
small push rod are branch mechanisms. The upper leg is not only the moving platform,
but also the branch mechanism, and possesses a higher carrying capability and a higher
structural strength as a novel leg mechanism. The upper leg and lower leg are connected
by an R-pair.

3. Static Analysis of the Single Leg Mechanism.

3.1. Calculation of inertial force and torque. All the components of the single leg
mechanism of the leg-wheeled hybrid rescue robot are always in the process of motion, so
the inertia force must be added in order to study the static equilibrium problem in the
inertial system. The inertial force and torque at the center of mass of each component of
the upper leg mechanism can be expressed as f and T , as follows:

f =
[

fx fy fz

]T
, T =

[
Tx Ty Tz

]T
(1)
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f and T can be expressed in the following equations:

f i
k = −mkak, T i

k = − [Io
k ] εk − [ωk] [I

o
k ] S (ωk)

S (ωk) =

 0 −ωz ωy

ωz 0 −ωx

−ωy ωx 0

 (2)

where k indicates the number of each bar in the fixed platform and other branches, m
indicates the mass of each bar in the fixed platform and other branches, and Io

k indicates
the 3-order inertia matrix of each bar on the origin O of the fixed coordinate system.

All the bars of each branch of the (2-UPS+U)&R series-parallel mechanism are regarded
as homogeneous bars, and according to Equations (1) and (2), the inertial force and torque
of each bar can be expressed as follows:

(1) Inertia force and torque of branch U:

f1 = −m1a1, T1 = − [Io
1 ] ε1 − [ω1] [I

o
1 ] S (ω1) (3)

(2) Inertia force and torque of upper Branch UPS:

f0iu = −m0iua0iu, T0iu = − [Io
0iu] ε0iu − [ω0iu] [I

o
0iu] S (ω0iu) (i = 1, 2) (4)

(3) Inertia force and torque of down Branch UPS:

f0id = −m0ida0id, T0id = − [Io
0id] ε0id − [ω0id] [I

o
0id] S (ω0id) (i = 1, 2) (5)

(4) Inertia force and torque of branch R:

f2 = −m2a2, T2 = − [Io
2 ] ε2 − [ω2] [I

o
2 ] S (ω2) (6)

3.2. The active force and the reaction force of the upper leg mechanism. Sup-
pose the end point P of the robot’s leg is subjected to external force and external torque,
including inertial force and torque, it can be simplified into a six-dimensional force vector
to the centroid. Also, the external forces of the fixed platform and other components which
are mainly inertial force and torque, can be simplified into six-dimensional force vector
to the centroid. The total external forces Fk of each component in the fixed coordinate
system, can be written as follows:

f =
[

fx fy fz

]T
, T =

[
Tx Ty Tz

]T
(7)

In the same way, the reaction force of each motion pair can be decomposed along the
coordinate system and can be expressed as follows:

Fr = (fr Tr)
T =

(
frx fry frz Trx Try Trz

)T
(8)

For different motion pairs, the components are subjected to different constraint forces
and torques. For example, the U-pair has 2 DOF, so it is subjected to 4 constraint
reaction forces and torques; the S-pair has 3 DOF, so it is subjected to 3 constrained
reaction forces; the R-pair and P-pair both have only 1 DOF, so they are subjected to 5
constraint reaction forces and torques.

According to the above theoretical analysis, in order to obtain the active force and
torque of each component of the leg mechanism and the constraint reaction force and
torque of all the motion pairs, the entire UPS branch, the lower part of the UPS branch,
the U branch and the R branch are selected as the research objects. The statics equilibrium
equations of the four parts can be established respectively, and the forces and torques of
each part are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Figure 3 shows the force analysis of the UPS branch and PS branch. As shown in Figure
3(a), the UPS branch is subjected to 4 unknown constraint forces and torques fAl0ix, fAl0iy,
fAl0iz and TAl0iz at the center point of the Hooke hinge, 3 unknown constraint forces fl1l0ix,
fl1l0iy and fl1l0iz at the center point of the S-pair, the inertial force and torque f i

u and T i
u

at the centroid of the upper part of the UPS, the inertia force and torque f i
d and T i

d at the
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(a) Force analysis of UPS branch (b) Force analysis of PS branch

Figure 3. UPS branch and its lower part force analysis

(a) Force analysis of U branch (b) Force analysis of R branch

Figure 4. Force analysis of U branch and R branch

centroid of the lower part of the UPS, and the propulsive force of the push rod f i
p and f

′i
p

where f i
p and f

′i
p are the internal forces of equal and opposite acting at the same point.

As shown in Figure 3(b), the PS branch is the lower part of the UPS branch, and it is
subjected to 5 unknown constraint forces and torques f i

udx, f i
udy, T i

udx, T i
udy and T i

udz at the

center point of the P-pair, the propulsive force of the push rod f i
p, the inertia force and

torque f i
d and T i

d at the centroid of the lower part of the UPS, and 3 unknown constraint
forces fl1l0ix, fl1l0iy and fl1l0iz at the center point of the S-pair.
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The analysis above shows that the static equilibrium equations of the two branches can
be transformed and arranged into matrix form as follows:


1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 l0i 0 0 0 0 0

−l0i 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1





fAl0ix

fAl0iy

fAl0iz

fl1l0ix

fl1l0iy

fl1l0iz

TAl0iz



=



f i
ux + f i

dx

f i
uy + f i

dy

f i
uz + f i

dz(
1

2
l0iu + l0id

)
× f i

uy +
1

2
l0id × f i

dy + T i
ux + T i

dx

−
(

1

2
l0iu + l0id

)
× f i

ux −
1

2
l0id × f i

dx + T i
uy + T i

dy

T i
uz + T i

dz



(9)


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 l0id 0 1 0 0

−l0id 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1





f i
udx

f i
udy

f i
p

T i
udx

T i
udy

T i
udz


=



f i
dx − fl1l0ix

f i
dy − fl1l0iy

f i
dz − fl1l0iz

1

2
l0id × f i

dy + T i
dx

−1

2
l0id × f i

dx + T i
dy

T i
dz


(10)

Equations (9) and (10) include 13 unknown constraint reaction forces and drive propul-
sive forces, so the two UPS branches have 26 unknowns altogether, and the four compo-
nents can list 24 relational equations.

Figure 4 shows the force analysis of the U branch and the R branch. As shown in Figure
4(a), the U branch is subjected to 4 unknown constraint forces and torques fAl1x, fAl1y,
fAl1z and TAl1z at the center point of the Hooke hinge, 5 unknown constraint forces and
torques fl2l1x, fl2l1y, fl2l1z, Tl2l1y and Tl2l1z at the center point of the R-pair, 6 unknown
constraint forces fl01l1x, fl01l1y, fl01l1z, fl02l1x, fl02l1y and fl02l1z at the center point of the
two S-pair and the inertial force and torque fl1 and Tl1 at the centroid of the U-branch.

As shown in Figure 4(b), the R branch is subjected to 5 unknown constraint forces and
torques fl1l2x, fl1l2y, fl1l2z, Tl1l2y and Tl1l2z, the external force and torque fl2 and Tl2 at the
centroid of R-branch, including the inertial force and torque, and the driving torque TR

at the center point of the R-pair.
The U branch and R branch contain 21 unknown constraint reaction forces and driving

torque altogether, and can list 12 relational equations. The static equilibrium equations
can be transformed and arranged into matrix form as follows:
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1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 l1 0 0 l1 − l11 0 0 l1 − l12 lc 0
−l1 0 0 l11 − l1 0 −lb l12 − l1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 lb 0 −lc 0 0 1





fAl1x

fAl1y

fAl1z

fl01l1x

fl01l1y

fl01l1z

fl02l1x

fl02l1y

fl02l1z

TAl1z



=



fl1x − fl2l1x

fl1y − fl2l1y

fl1z − fl2l1z

1

2
l1 × fl1y + Tl1x − T ′

R

−1

2
l1 × fl1x + Tl1y − Tl2l1y

Tl1z − Tl2l1z



(11)



1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0

0
1

2
l2 0 1 0 0

−1

2
l2 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1





fl1l2x

fl1l2y

fl1l2z

TR

Tl1l2y

Tl1l2z


=



fl2x

fl2y

fl2z

Tl2x

Tl2y

Tl2z


(12)

where fl2l1 , Tl2l1 , TR and fl1l2 , Tl1l2 , T ′
R are the force/torque and reaction force/torque in

different coordinate systems. fl01l1 , fl02l1 and fl1l01 , fl1l02 are also the force and reaction
force in different coordinate systems. The rotation transformation matrix of the two UPS
branches relative to the U branch is known as:

l1
l01

R =

 cβ01 0 sβ01

0 1 0
−sβ01 0 cβ01

 , l1
l02

R =

 1 0 0
0 cα02 −sα02

0 sα02 cα02

 (13)

Then the relationship can be obtained[
fl2l1

Tl2l1

]
=

[
l1
l2

R 0

S
(

l1Pl2

)
l1
l2

R l1
l2

R

] [
−fl1l2

−Tl1l2

] [
fl01l1

fl02l1

]
=

[
l1

l01
R 0

0 l1
l02

R

] [
−fl1l01

−fl1l02

]
(14)

From Equations (9) to (14), there are 47 unknown quantities, 36 independent equations
and 11 relation expressions between force/torque and reaction force/torque in different
coordinate systems. Therefore, when the external force F and torque T are known, and
putting them into Equation (12), then the constraint reaction force/torque and the driving
torque in all directions of the R-pair can be obtained. Then the results are substituted
into Equations (11), (10) and (9), and the constraint reaction force/torque and driving
forces of other joints are obtained by solving the linear equations.

From the static equilibrium equations of each rod above, it can be seen that compared
with the external force, the inertia force and the driving force of each rod, the constraint
forces/torques of the joints are enough to influence the overall performance of the mech-
anism. Therefore, when analyzing the stiffness of the mechanism, the influence of the
constraint forces/torques of each joint should be considered.
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4. Example. Suppose the end point P of the robot’s leg is subjected to external force
and external torque, for example, F = [ 30 20 15 ] and T = [ 1.2 1.4 2 ]. Then according
to Equations (9) to (14), the constraint forces and torques of each joint can be obtained,
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Constraint forces and torques of each joint

fx/N fy/N fz/N Tx/N · m Ty/N · m Tz/N · m
U-pair 1 −61.80 −60.63 −363.55 – – 11.59
U-pair 2 0 0 472.69 – – 0
U-pair 3 0 0 −110.70 – – 0
S-pair 1 0 0 −472.69 – – –
S-pair 2 0 0 110.70 – – –
R-pair 1 30 20 15 – 5.75 2

Substituting the numerical values into Equation (12), the driving torque TR can be
obtained, which is 1.7 N · m. The constraint reaction torques in Y and Z direction of
the R-pair are 5.75 N · m and 2 N · m respectively. From the above data, it can be seen
that the constraint reaction torque in Y and Z direction of the R-pair are bigger than the
driving torque in X direction. Therefore, when considering the stiffness and the material
of the mechanism, not only consider whether it can bear the maximum driving torque,
but also be able to bear the constrained reaction torque.

5. Conclusions. In this paper, the main structure of the leg-wheeled rescue robot is
developed, which is composed of the front and rear frame and four same structure leg
mechanism. The most special part of this robot is that each leg has three degrees of
freedom (3-DOF) with serial-parallel mechanism (2-UPS+U) & R, which has the advan-
tages of high speed and obstacle-surmounting. Its flexibility and the carrying ability have
been improved greatly. The inertia force/torque of each member of the leg mechanism is
analyzed, and the mechanical balance equation of each member is solved, and the relation
expression of each joint’s constraint/torque, driving force and the end of the machine is
analyzed.

In the future, the prototype of the rescue robot will be finished. The static analysis will
provide the theoretical foundation for further research on optimum design and selection
of materials.
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